
 

 

 

Stoudemire–Gerald Green minutes. Those two can score, but Stoudemire just can’t move, and Green 

will steal a year from Spoelstra’s life with all of his flake outs on defense. 

Tyler Johnson is more fun than you’d expect, and we’ll get the first test of whether Justise Winslow was 

worth all that draft-day jockeying. The announcing team has grown on me over the years, and the 

carrot-skinned, buffed-up courtside fans make for good comedy — once they show up seven minutes 

into the first and third quarters. The Heat lead the league in ridiculous alternate jerseys, for better or 

worse (usually worse). 

10. ATLANTA HAWKS (36.5) 

A year ago, they were the secret handshake that revealed a true NBA fan. The secret is out now: These 

guys are awesome to watch, and if you still think they’re vanilla, you’re probably the same guy who 

railed on Twitter in 2012 about how boring the Spurs were. 

Atlanta has stars, but not the kind of highlight-spitting human volcanoes who demand a channel change. 

Some nights, all of those gorgeous cuts and screens that usually spring Kyle Korver just don’t work. Al 

Horford’s midrange jumpers, bounce passes, and sound defensive positioning don’t make you yelp, 

rewind the DVR, and show your (very patient) wife what in the hell just happened. 

In meatier matters, Atlanta faces two challenges that will determine whether the Hawks can push past 

55 wins again: the integration of Tiago Splitter, a non-shooting big, into Mike Budenholzer’s all-shooting, 

all-the-time system; and whether Thabo Sefolosha, Tim Hardaway Jr., Justin Holiday, and Kent Bazemore 

can Voltron into DeMarre Carroll. I can’t wait for New York fans to throw their remotes at the television 

when the Hawks turn Hardaway into a real player. (Note: This may take two years, and Jerian Grant 

looks good.) 

Losing the navy-blue border on the court was smart, and I dig the new feather-inspired shading pattern 

in that sharp red paint. 

You can understand why Danny Ferry, a cool analytical type, didn’t enjoy the loud TV stylings of 

Dominique Wilkins, but damn if I don’t smile every time Nique straight-up cackles at some opposing 

player’s shortcomings. He clowned Carlos Boozer’s defense for a solid three-minute stretch last season. 

9. MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES (37) 

Tony Allen is the trump card. He’s exhilarating to watch on defense, turning sideways to dodge picks, 

darting into passing lanes, and going chin-to-chest with the league’s best scorers. His nonexistent 

jumper gives opposing coaches license to try out-of-the-box defensive schemes. One Tony Allen dribble, 

even on an uncontested fast break, presents infinite possibilities. 

A full-time T.A. Bench Cam would probably draw better ratings than most Brooklyn games. He leaps 

after every good Griz play, meanders along the baseline, wanders onto the court, and throws towels in 

every direction. He once hit an old lady smack in the face with one. 

Marc Gasol finds the sublime within Memphis’s grit-and-grind slog — set shots, shoulder shimmies, and 

backdoor bounce passes he sometimes delivers underhand, as if he’s bowling. Last season, he started 

running one-man fast breaks, only he wasn’t a tentative dribbler on the edge of catastrophe like most 

big men playing at point guard. He would sprint-dribble in full flight down the middle, survey the floor, 

and slap passes to his wingmen. 


